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Dear Dr. Wright, 
16 April 2012 

Subject: Official Investigation on Hydraulic Fracturing 
 
I am a resident of Okato (Taranaki) which lies within exploratory permit PEP51149 owned by Todd, Cue 
Taranaki and Mosaic Oil. With my husband and daughter, we own a small, organic orchard on the edge of 
the village. As a concerned resident and with a science background (M.Sc. Marine Ecology), I’d like to raise 
some of my concerns re hydraulic fracturing (fracking) and provide some research that I have done so far 
for your consideration. 
 
I believe many of the issues concerning Taranaki Regional Council (TRC)’s alleged conflict of interest, lack of 
transparency and scientific integrity in its resource consenting (non notification), compliance monitoring 
(breaches without follow-up testing or enforcement) and reporting processes have already been brought 
to your attention, by Ngaere teacher/farmer Sarah Roberts and other individuals.  I’d therefore focus on 
three other areas: 
 

 Regulatory regime on Hazardous Substances (in this case “Fracturing products”) 

 Definition and implications of “minor adverse effect” (in freshwater management) 

 Pathways for water contamination (notably abandoned oil and gas wells) 
 

 

Regulatory regime on Hazardous Substances 
  

1. Although TRC’s “hydrogeological risk assessment of hydraulic fracturing for gas recovery in Taranaki” 
stated that hydraulic fracturing has been conducted in Taranaki since 1993, no resource consent 
was required for hydraulic fracturing (fracking) and associated activities until 1 August 2011, 
following a release on 16 June of a list of ten chemicals that were used in a “recent frack job”. The 
risk assessment report (first published on 24 Nov 2011), with information largely supplied by oil and 
gas companies, included an Appendix 1 (a separate 14MB file) consisted of material safety data 
sheets (MSDS) on 30 “fracturing products”. The report was updated in Feb 2012, with an expanded 
Appendix 1 consisting of MSDS on 46 “fracturing products”.  

 
2. To try and better understand these chemicals, I went through the MSDS provided in the TRC report 

in detail (please see attached a table of excerpted information from the MSDS, also available 
online). To summarize, of the 46 products, 38 are classified hazardous either under the Hazardous 
Substances and New Organisms Act (HSNO) or some overseas classifications, and more than 10 of 
them contain incomplete compositions, stated as “trade secret”, proprietary or simply not listed. I 
then did some searches on EPA’s New Zealand Inventory of Chemicals (NZIoC) and Chemical 
Classification Information Database (CCID) to verify and find out more about the chemicals listed. 
To my disappointment, many of the chemical components of the fracturing products are not listed 
on either databases. Some of the chemicals that are in NZIoC has approval statements such as “… in 
a non hazardous diluents” or “may be used a s a single component chemical under an appropriate 
group standard” although the chemicals are obviously components of a hazardous mixture.  I 
therefore wrote to EPA, seeking clarifications about the status of such chemicals, also some of 
those that I could not find in the databases, and also the issue of non-disclosure re “trade secret” 
and “proprietary”.   

 
3. I was shocked by the reply from EPA as I learned that EPA has not received any Part 5 approval 

application for chemicals to be used for hydraulic fracturing and the majority of fracking substances 
are said to have been self-assessed and approved by companies under group standard approval, 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B5LYK2mQ9u5TVGRIWGs2SG9SOWlNWXN1eW9OY0FtQQ/edit?pli=1
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B5LYK2mQ9u5TOGdodmQ5endSbkd6bzluOWtXUGlMZw/edit?pli=1
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/Publications/guidelines-procedures-and-publications/Fresh-water-2/fracking-report-feb2012.pdf
http://climatejusticetaranaki.files.wordpress.com/2011/06/trc-response-to-oia-request-re-fracking-16jun11.pdf
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/Publications/guidelines-procedures-and-publications/Fresh-water-2/fraccing-appendices-feb2012-w.pdf
https://climatejusticetaranaki.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/excerpts-from-appendix-i-msds-25march2012.pdf
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the latter being ‘additives, process chemicals and raw materials group standards’.  Please see 
attached the email communications I’ve had with EPA on this subject.  
 

4. While on the phone with EPA, I enquired about the “tracking” system they have on hazardous 
chemicals. Although not mentioned in EPA’s emails, I was told that companies track the chemicals  
themselves and tracking records are only provided upon request, generally from the Dept of Labour, 
while regional councils monitor consents re discharges of such chemicals and other wastes 
according to the RMA. So in effect, nobody knows where, when and how (also how much of) the 
chemicals are used in fracking and associated activities, other than the companies (and contractors) 
operating on the ground.  
 

5. I see some serious problems and loopholes in such a (or lack of) regulatory system which 
completely fails to assess, manage, monitor and control the use and impacts of the complex range 
of hazardous substances used in fracking, from import to usage and disposal. Many of these 
substances are highly toxic and/or endocrine disrupting and will pose serious health impacts even 
at very low concentrations.    
 

6. A case in point, over the last year since fracking became a topic in the media, oil and gas companies, 
even TRC, have all said fracking fluids are 99% water and BTEX is not used in NZ. But companies’ 
own information supplied for TRC risk assessment showed that at least 17 wells were fracked using 
diesel based frack fluid in just the period 2000-2011. The report explained, “Oil based fracturing 
uses petroleum based medium such as diesel oil or condensate … Diesel oil … contains a mixture of 
organic compounds including benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, and xylenes (BTEX) …” Furthermore, 
the risk assessment report’s Appendix III (at the end of a 14mb PDF) provided two laboratory 
analysis reports on “frac fluid” samples tested in May and August 2011. The first sample had 
confirmed BTEX while the second had significant levels of formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, 
propylene glycol at 190ppm, and total hydrocarbons at 2600 g/m3 (BTEX was not tested). 

 
 

Definition and implication of “minor adverse effect”    
 

7. On 29 July 2011, the Taranaki Regional Council wrote to resource consent holders involved in 
hydrocarbon exploration and production, “…from the date of this letter, resource consent will be 
required for fraccing in Taranaki under Rule 44. Such applications are likely to be processed as non-
notified given their no more than minor adverse effects and lack of affected parties given the 
depth that they occur. However, each application will be assessed on a case by case basis.” (see 
attached file TRC letter to industry Fraccing under RMA 29July2011). 

 
8. While researching for the definition of “minor adverse effects”, I found TRC’s two Transitional 

Policies for Freshwater Management (effective as of 1 July 2011) and the reference to "minor adverse 
effect" though without a definition. So I wrote to TRC to enquire and got this reply,  “... The term 
‘minor adverse effects’ has no statutory meaning instead the presumption is that the term must be 
applied to individual circumstances that takes into account such matters as the type, nature 
and extent of any potential and actual impacts of different activity, the sensitivity of the receiving 
environment, and the potential for any impacts to be addressed via remedial or mitigation actions. 
As far as is practicable, standard, terms and conditions in regional plans and resource consents 
are applied to establish what might be considered ‘minor adverse effects’".  So really “minor 
adverse effect” has no real meaning and it seems to be a purely arbitrary term adopted by TRC to 
justify non-notified resource consents for fracking and associated discharges.  

http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/Publications/guidelines-procedures-and-publications/Fresh-water-2/fracking-report-feb2012.pdf
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/Publications/guidelines-procedures-and-publications/Fresh-water-2/fraccing-appendices-feb2012-w.pdf
http://www.trc.govt.nz/regional-fresh-water-plan/
http://www.trc.govt.nz/regional-fresh-water-plan/
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9. However, the partly revised TRC Regional Freshwater Plan Issue 6.5 does says, “Groundwater may 
become contaminated by drilling of wells, bores or piezometers for water or hydrocarbon 
exploration and production, or as a result of open, uncased, old or damaged bores or wells, or as a 
result of deep well injection of contaminants. Bores and wells therefore need to be constructed and 
managed to acceptable standards to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on groundwater 
quality. Similarly, the discharge of contaminants via deep-well injection must avoid, remedy or 
mitigate adverse effects on groundwater….”     The document states that TRC will “… Require 
deepwell injectors and other point-source discharges that have a risk of adversely affecting the 
quality of actual or potential water supply aquifers, to demonstrate how this risk will be reduced to 
levels that are not significant.”  To me, this implies that there are significant levels of risks involved, 
even though injectors / dischargers will undoubtedly argue that such risks will be reduced to “not 
significant” (perhaps minor) and that the aquifers likely impacted are not actual or potential water 
supply. 

 
10. Moreover, we do know that groundwater systems are complex and groundwater resources in 

Taranaki are under increasing pressure for irrigation and urban supply, with 300% increase in the 
number of consents issued for groundwater takes between 2003 and 2008. Of the 44,022 m3/day 
consented abstraction in 2008, nearly a third was for hydrocarbon exploration and petrochemical 
processing (not taking into account temporary takes). Importantly, groundwater is also the major 
component of stream flow during dry weather periods for the hundreds of streams in the region, as 
pointed out in the TRC State of the Environment report 2009. Any contamination of current and 
potential water supply aquifers thus has the potential to pose far reaching impacts on health, water 
security and ecosystems in the region. And some of the health and ecological effects, in part 
cumulative, may not be detectable for a decade or more.  
 

11. Concerned about drinking water safety, I did more web search and found MFE's National 
Environmental Standards for Sources of Human Drinking Water which says: "Regulations 7 and 8 
only apply to an activity that has the potential to affect a registered drinking-water supply that 
provides no fewer than 501 people with drinking water for not less than 60 days each calendar 
year". Regulations 7 and 8 refer to the granting of water permit or discharge permit upstream of 
abstraction point. Similar reference to the 501 people is also made re regulation 10 concerning 
permitted activity.  The NES also says: "Regulation 12 only applies to an activity that has the 
potential to affect a registered drinking-water supply that provides no fewer than 25 people with 
drinking water for not less than 60 days each calendar year."   
 

12. Regulation 12 concerns condition on resource consents and says: "When considering a resource 
consent application, a consent authority must consider whether the activity to which the application 
relates may— (a) itself lead to an event occurring (for example, the spillage of chemicals) that may 
have a significant adverse effect on the quality of the water at any abstraction point; or (b) as a 
consequence of an event (for example, an unusually heavy rainfall) have a significant adverse effect 
on the quality of the water at any abstraction point.... " 
 

13. I can't find the definition of "significant adverse effect" but there is a definition for "maximum 
acceptable value" which refers to "...the concentration below which the presence of the 
determinand concerned does not result in any significant risk to a consumer over a lifetime of 
consumption".   Again, this seems arbitrary and does not offer much protection to the “consumer” 
who doesn’t really have any other choice. 
 

http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/Publications/regional-fresh-water-plan/fresh-water-plan-index/rfwp-6.5.pdf
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/Publications/state-of-the-environment-monitoring/state-of-the-environment-report-200/water+groundwater.pdf
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/Publications/state-of-the-environment-monitoring/state-of-the-environment-report-200/water+groundwater.pdf
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/laws/standards/nes-drinking-water-regulations.pdf
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/laws/standards/nes-drinking-water-regulations.pdf
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14. While much fear has focussed on groundwater contamination, there is also the increasing threat to 
human and animal health from air pollution.  On 28 February 2012, TRC issued possibly the first 
resource consent for the “combustion of returned hydraulic fracturing fluids…” (see attached file). 
A recent study from the Colorado School of Public Health has shown that air pollution caused by 
hydraulic fracturing may contribute to acute and chronic health problems for those living near 
natural gas drilling sites.  “Our results show that the non-cancer health impacts from air emissions 
due to natural gas development is greater for residents living closer to wells,” the report said. “The 
greatest health impact corresponds to the relatively short-term, but high emission, well completion 
period.”  I do not believe the current monitoring regime around emissions to air from hydrocarbon 
exploration activities is adequate, especially considering the increase in number of wells and flares 
and proximity to homes, schools and farms, e.g. the Cheal and Kapuni well sites in Taranaki. 

 

Pathways for water contamination (notably abandoned oil and gas wells) 
 
15. The industry has always argued that because fracking takes place deep underground and far below 

aquifers, the risk of contamination is minimal. TRC resource management director, Fred McLay, said 
he believed “the risk of fracking was low as it happened three to four kilometres below the ground 
while the water table was at around 300 metres below ground.” But other professions including 
Karl Browne who specialises in groundwater exploration said “a big chunk of freshwater resources 
were much deeper.”   TRC has also stated previously (in 2003 and 2008) that “Taranaki’s 
groundwater resources are significant but not well known (TRC, 2003), particularly those at greater 
depths.” So how can TRC be so certain that fracking is of minimal risk?  

 
16. The Scientific American (19 Oct 2011) article “The Truth of Fracking” (attached pdf) gives 

comprehensive explanations to the many pathways where contamination could happen, including 
well casing failures, unknown natural fissures and old gas wells. Notably, there are over 360 
abandoned onshore oil and gas wells in NZ, at least 140 in Taranaki. A 2007 GNS report explained 
“Most wells were abandoned because of low or total lack of hydrocarbon shows. The reservoirs are, 
instead, often saturated with fresh or saline waters and are a boon to geothermal exploitation. 
Others were abandoned because of drilling problems… Abandoned wells are plugged. In most cases 
liners are not installed or are pulled out upon abandonment. Hence cave-ins may occur in some 
older wells. Permeability is apparently present in most of the wells as indicated by the discharge of 
water from some wells, however the water level in the wells is unknown. In Taranaki, there is a 
widespread zone of over pressuring with respect to the hydrostatic gradient at >3000m … indicating 
that these wells may be artesian … and hence will flow without the need for downhole heat pumps.”  
(See attached GNS Science Report 2007 or download from GNS website) The number of abandoned 
wells is on the rise as exploration rate steps up. With questionable integrity, lack of maintenance, 
earth movements and over time, the oil wells will pose ever greater risks of groundwater 
contamination as fracking of new wells intensify.  

 
17. Furthermore, the storage and discharge of drilling and fracking associated wastes on land, notably 

in open pits (storage), mix-bury-cover and land farming, are contaminating soil and shallow 
groundwater. The longterm, cumulative effects on soil productivity, livestock health and product 
safety (meat and milk) are unknown.  Importantly, TRC’s Fresh Water plan permits the discharge of 
contaminants onto or into land at just 25m from any surface water body and property border or 
50m from any existing bore, well or spring water supply.  Indeed the pathways for water 
contamination from fracking and associated activities are endless under the current regulatory 
regime.  

 

http://www.ucdenver.edu/about/newsroom/newsreleases/Pages/health-impacts-of-fracking-emissions.aspx
http://www.ucdenver.edu/about/newsroom/newsreleases/Pages/health-impacts-of-fracking-emissions.aspx
http://www.stuff.co.nz/taranaki-daily-news/news/5411406/Public-divided-over-fracking-risk
http://www.stuff.co.nz/taranaki-daily-news/news/5411406/Public-divided-over-fracking-risk
http://www.stuff.co.nz/taranaki-daily-news/news/5411406/Public-divided-over-fracking-risk
http://www.stuff.co.nz/taranaki-daily-news/news/5411406/Public-divided-over-fracking-risk
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/taranaki/publications/regional-plans/water-plan/effectiveness_rfwp1.pdf
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/taranaki/publications/regional-plans/water-plan/effectiveness_rfwp1.pdf
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/taranaki/publications/regional-plans/water-plan/effectiveness_rfwp1.pdf
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=the-truth-about-fracking
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/Publications/technical-reports/oil-and-gas-compliance-monitoring-reports/717351.pdf
http://gns.cri.nz/Home/News-and-Events/Media-Releases/Energy-from-abandoned-wells
http://gns.cri.nz/Home/News-and-Events/Media-Releases/Energy-from-abandoned-wells
http://gns.cri.nz/Home/Our-Science/Energy-Resources/Geothermal-Energy/Reports-and-Publications
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/Publications/technical-reports/oil-and-gas-compliance-monitoring-reports/854309.pdf
http://www.trc.govt.nz/assets/Publications/technical-reports/oil-and-gas-compliance-monitoring-reports/830821.pdf
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To sum up, I am really concerned with the current proliferation of the oil and gas industry across New 

Zealand, especially with inadequate regulatory, consenting, monitoring and reporting procedures for 

hydraulic fracturing, and the risks and impacts it will have on people’s health, water security and soil, not 

to mention the exacerbation of climate change and harm to our life supporting systems. 

Please find attached to my email several documents relevant to the points I have made: 

 Excerpts from Appendix I MSDS 25March2012.pdf 

 Emails with EPA re chemicals in hydraulic fracturing ERMA_REF_0112288 Apr2012.pdf 

 TRC letter to industry Fraccing under RMA 29July2011.pdf 

 nnc-20jan-1mar2012.pdf 

 Truth of Fracking Sc American Nov 2011 highlighted.pdf 

 Abandoned oil n gas wells n geothermal resource GNS 2007.pdf 

I do hope the above information will be useful for your analysis of the issue of fracking and oil and gas 

expansion.  

 

With kind regards, 

Catherine Cheung 


